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Abstract
In this paper, an efficient transcoding algorithm between 

G.723.1 and AMR speech coders is proposed for providing 
interoperability between IP and mobile networks. Transcoding 
is completed through three processing steps: line spectral pair 
(LSP) conversion, pitch interval conversion, and fast adaptive-
codebook search. For maintaining minimum distortion, 
sensitive parameters to quality such as adaptive and fixed-
codebooks are re-estimated from synthesized target signals. 
To reduce overall complexity, other parameters are directly 
converted in parametric levels without running through the 
complete decoding process. Objective and subjective 
preference tests verify that the proposed transcoding algorithm 
has equivalent quality to conventional tandem approach. In 
addition, the proposed algorithm achieves 20~40% reduction 
of the overall complexity over tandem approach with a shorter 
processing delay. 

1. Introduction
Among the many new speech coding standards, ITU-T 

G.723.1 [1] and ETSI adaptive multi rate (AMR) [2] cover 
wide range of applications requiring low bit rates. Both 
standards are used for different applications due to their 
distinctive features, but they obviously tend to share common 
applications such as digital cellular, voice messaging, and 
voice over internet protocol (VoIP). If the user of one network 
wants to successfully communicate with that of other network, 
interoperability is a crucial matter, so that endpoint devices 
are required to have a function to support both standard coders. 

A simple approach to overcome this interoperability 
problem is to merge the decoder of one coder with the encoder 
of the other coder in cascade. However, the decoder-encoder 
tandem is often associated with several problems, such as 
quality degradation of the synthesized speech, computational 
complexity, and additional delay [3]. Unlike the tandem 
coding, transcoding can be used to overcome these difficulties 
[3]. Transcoding is a method to translate source bitstreams to 
target ones without running through complete decoding-
encoding processes. Thus, it can minimize the quality 
degradation of the synthesized speech, computational 
complexity, and delay.  

In this paper, we propose an efficient transcoding algorithm 
working between G.723.1 and AMR speech coders. According 
to the survey in [4], G.723.1 is the most widely deployed 
standards in VoIP systems and AMR is a standard for 3G 
mobile networks. Considering the frame length of two-speech 
coders, 30 ms to G.723.1 and 20ms to AMR, parameters 
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ponding to two frames of G.723.1 are converted to three 
 sets of equivalent AMR parameters. 
 proposed transcoding algorithm is composed of three 
sing steps: LSP conversion, pitch interval conversion, 
st adaptive-codebook search. Because the time interval 
slate, 60 ms, is longer than that of pairs of [3], each part 

nscoding should be modified in several aspects. In the 
onversion, we may have flexibility because of using the 
information of previous and current frame of source 
 In the pitch interval conversion, due to the same reason, 
terval of pitch candidates covers the region around the 
of source and target coder without the partial direct 
ng used in [3]. Using the above three processing steps, 
oposed transcoding algorithm translates bitstreams of 
 coder to those of target coder with minimum distortion 
duced complexity. 
verify the performance of the proposed algorithm, we 
m objective and subjective tests such as perceptual 
tion of speech quality (PESQ) [8] with various speech 

In addition, we measured the WMOPS [9] of each 
thm to compare the complexity of the algorithms. As a 
 the proposed algorithm achieves 20~40% reduction of 
erall complexity with a shorter processing delay while 
lity is equivalent to tandem approach. 

2. ITU-T G.723.1 and ETSI AMR 
-T G.723.1, standard for multimedia communication 
 coder, has two modes whose bit rates are 5.3 and 6.3 
1]. G.723.1 takes 30 ms of speech or other audio signals 
coding, and signals with the same length are reproduced 
coder. In addition, there is a look-ahead of 7.5 ms 
ng in a total algorithmic delay of 37.5 ms.  
R is the standard speech codec of 3GPP WCDMA. 

 encodes speech signal based on analysis-by-synthesis 
 algorithm. It has eight bit rates, from 4.75 to 12.2 kbit/s. 
ame length of AMR is 20 ms, and each frame is divided 
ubframes. For LPC analysis, 5 ms look-ahead is required, 
al algorithmic delay is 25 ms. Main characteristics of 
eech coders are summarized in Table 1. 
sidering structures and parameters of the coder, shown 
ble 1, the transcoding algorithms applied in each 
eter are classified by two cases. The parameters having 
nt structures and sensitive to quality are re-estimated. 
parameters having same structures such as LPC 
eters are directly converted in parametric domains. 



Table 1: Characteristic of G.723.1 and AMR 

G.723.1 AMR 
Frame 30ms/frame 20ms/frame 
LPC 10th order, LSP 10th order, LSP 

ACB 5-tap predictor, 
integer resolution 

1-tap predictor, 
1/6 or 1/3 fractional 

FCB ACELP/MP-MLQ ACELP 

3. The Proposed Transcoding Algorithm 

3.1. Transcoding from G.723.1 to AMR 

The proposed transcoding algorithm has an asymmetric 
structure for Transmission (Tx) and Receive (Rx) paths. For 
the transmission of speech data from G.723.1 encoder to 
AMR decoder, transcoding process involves LSP conversion 
using linear interpolation and pitch interval conversion using 
pitch smoothing. Two frames of G.723.1 are translated to 
three frames AMR. A block diagram of the developed 
transcoding algorithm from G.723.1 encoder to AMR decoder 
is shown Figure 1. 

LSP conversion using linear interpolation

A linear interpolation technique is employed to translate 
the LSP parameters. Given two sets of G.723.1 LSP, three 
frame sets of AMR LSP parameters are computed considering 
the frame length of two speech coders. Figure 2 shows the 
LSP conversion procedure, which can be denoted by 
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where Gp  and Ap  are the LSP parameters of G.723.1 and 
AMR, respectively, and i  denotes the frame index of AMR. 

1w  and 2w  are weighted values that are set considering 
geometrical distance. We set 33.01 =w  and 67.02 =w .

Considering the long time interval to translate, we also 
tested the efficiency of cubic spline interpolation technique. 
However, as shown in Table 2, there is no noticeable 
improvement nevertheless using the heavier computational 
load than the linear interpolation. To validate the efficiency of 
the proposed method, we compared the LPC spectrum of the 
tandem and transcoding to that of the original one. Figure 3 
shows the LPC spectrum in the voiced region of speech signal, 
in which the LPC spectrum of G.723.1 is also shown as a 
reference. As shown in Figure 3, the LPC spectrum obtained 
after the LSP conversion given in Eq. (1) matches closely to 
the reference spectrum, especially in the low frequency 
region

Table 2: Comparison of Spectral Distortion 

Outliers(%) Method SD
[dB] 2-4dB >4dB

Tandem 3.02 64.22 16.18 
Linear 1.59 20.10 0.00 Transcoding Cubic 1.64 22.30 0.49 
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Figure 2:LSP conversion using linear interpolation 
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Figure 3:Comprison of LPC spectrum

round the formant. The LPC spectrum after decoder-
er tandem, however, indicates larger spectral distortion 
he proposed LSP conversion. Since speech quality is 
y determined from the accuracy of low and formant 
ncy region components [5], it can be said that the 
sed LSP conversion technique can provide better speech 
y than the tandem. Since the proposed transcoding is not 
ed with the LPC analysis, the additional look-ahead 
is not required. Thus, the total delay of the proposed 

thm is at least 5 ms shorter than that of the tandem 
ach if we take similar approach to [6]. 

interval conversion using pitch smoothing

er the LSP conversion, the open-loop pitch for each 
 of AMR is estimated. In the proposed transcoding 



algorithm, the open-loop pitch is searched using a pitch 
smoothing technique. The interval for the pitch smoothing is 
set between the pitch value of the source and that of the target 
coder obtained in adjacent subframes. The search process is 
shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 4:Pitch interval conversion using pitch 
smoothing

At first, the difference of the two candidates is computed to 
estimate the open-loop pitch of AMR: 

,AG pp −=∆  (2) 

where Gp  and Ap  is the pitch of G.723.1 and AMR at 
adjacent subframe, respectively. Using the difference between 
two pitches, the constrained open-loop pitch search range, u ,
is determined such as : 
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Among the constrained search ranges, the local optimum 
value maximizing the cost function of original open-loop 
pitch estimation of AMR encoding process is determined. 
And then, the two local maximum values in each part, 
G.723.1 and AMR, are compared each other in favor of AMR 
part. In other words, if the local maximum of AMR is larger 
than the 3/4 times of G.723.1, it is determined as the open-
loop pitch. Otherwise, the local maximum of G.723.1 is 
selected. The value of 3/4 was determined by our large 
number of heuristic experiments. 

To evaluate the performance of the pitch smoothing 
technique, we compare the estimated open-loop pitch contour 
of target coder with the adaptive-codebook pitch contour of 
source and target coders. As a result, the adaptive-codebook 
pitch contour of target coder well matches with the estimated 
open-loop pitch contour rather than the pitch value of source 
one. We inferred from the observation that the variation of 
pitch value between adjacent subframes are relatively stable 
and the estimated open-loop pitch are close to the previous 
closed-loop pitch value. As shown in Figure 5, the pitch 
contour of proposed method plotted by dashed line well 
matches with the original pitch value of AMR without any 
severe fluctuation. However, in the case of tandem approach, 
a drastic fluctuation appears like pitch multiple errors even in 
the stable voiced speech segment. 

In the proposed scheme, the autocorrelation of the 
weighted speech is computed around the constrained region. 
In addition, as the search process to find the local maximum 
value in full search range is not involved, the open-loop pitch 
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ation, which results in performance degradation of 

tion modeling. 

Figure 5:Comparison of open-loop pitch contour

ranscoding from AMR to G.723.1 

daptive-codebook search

.723.1, the adaptive codebook search uses a 5th order 
predictor. This process is computationally demanding 
se the pitch delay and pitch gain are searched 
taneously. In the transcoding algorithms, a fast adaptive 
ook search algorithm [7] that pitch delay and pitch gain 
mputed sequentially is applied. This algorithm enables 
stem to significantly save a complexity [7]. 
 pitch gain G.723.1 coder is vector-quantized using 170 
-entry codebook. This process is another major 

utational burden for implementation. In the developed 
oding algorithm, the search range of gain codebook is 
d depending on the pitch gain of AMR. In other words, 
dices of the adaptive-codebook gain table are pre-

ed depending on speech signal characteristics. Thus, the 
sed approach considers the similarity or relationship of 
gains of each coder. The process of gain index table 
ation or pre-selection is shown in Figure 6. The decoded 
signal from AMR is encoded by G.723.1, like tandem 
ction. In this process, we can find the statistical 
ation between the pitch gains of two coders. The 
ic range of pitch gain value of AMR is from 0 to 1.2 

e divide this pitch gain range into the 8 sub-sections and 
njugate structure of AMR gain codebook is considered 
e boundary value of each sub-section. In the following 
ing process of G.723.1, the selected adaptive-codebook 
able indices are stored at each subframe. As a result, the 
ution of the most probable top 85 or 40 gain indices of 

gain table for 5.3 kbps or 6.3 kbps, respectively, can be 
up at each pitch gain sub-section of AMR. For 

ility of gain index distribution, we used speech signal 
ed by female and male speakers, each sentence is 8 sec 
and total 96 sentences. Results of the subjective 

ng test confirmed that no degradation of speech quality 
ntroduced with drastically reduced complexity by the 
daptive-codebook search algorithm proposed in this 

.
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Figure 6:Gain index table generation for fast adaptive 
codebook

4. Performance Evaluations 

4.1. Objective Quality Evaluation 

For objective evaluation measures, NTT Korean speech 
database was used. Each sentence is 8 sec long, four male and 
female speakers and 12 sentences per each speaker are 
recorded under quiet environment, so total 96 sentences are 
used for PESQ evaluation. 

As shown in Table 3, the proposed trancoding scheme is 
judged as comparable quality to tandem coding in general. 

4.2. Subjective Quality Evaluation 

For subjective evaluations informal A-B preference tests 
were conducted. The tests were performed by 30 naive 
listeners. In the tests, the subjects were asked to choose a 
favor sound between pairs of samples presented over headset. 
If the subjects could not distinguish the quality difference, 
they were asked to choose “no preference”. The test material 
included 4 clean speech sentences obtained from two male 
and two female speakers. As shown in Table 4, tandem and 
transcoding were preferred in a similar ratio. Results implied 
that the listeners could not distinguish the quality of tandem 
coding from that of transcoding. Thus, we can conclude that 
the proposed transcoding algorithm produces equivalent 
quality to tandem coding. 

4.3. Complexity 

To check the complexity of the proposed algorithm, we 
computed the WMOPS of both tandem and transcoding 
algorithms. Results in Table 5 indicate that the processing 
time of each module, being compared with tandem coding, 
was noticeably reduced by using the transcoding algorithm. 
Also, the total encoding time of transcoding was close to 60-
80% of the encoding time needed for tandem coding. Thus, it 
can be said that the developed transcoding algorithm can 
synthesize equivalent quality to the tandem coding with 
complexity about 20-40% lower than tandem coding. 

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed the transcoding algorithm that 

could convert G.723.1 bitstream into AMR bitstream, and 
vice versa. The proposed transcoding algorithm is composed 
of three steps: LSP conversion, pitch interval conversion, and 
fast adaptive-codebook search. Subjective and objective 
evaluation results showed that the proposed transcoding 
algorithm could produce equivalent speech quality to the 
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Table 3: Objective test result1

PESQTranscoding
Direction Tandem Transcoding 

G.6.3k A.12.2k 3.488 3.523 
G.6.3k  A.7.4k 3.257 3.274 
G.6.3k A.5.15k 3.081 3.008 
A.12.2k G.6.3k 3.425 3.427 
A.7.4k G.6.3k 3.311 3.355 
A.5.15k G.6.3k 3.123 3.160 

Table 4: Subjective test result 

ABX Preference(%) scoding
rection Tandem No

Preference Transcoding

A.12.2k 31 40 29 
  A.7.4k 38 27 35 

A.5.15k 23 42 35 
k G.6.3k 24 29 47 

G.6.3k 20 42 38 
k G.6.3k 28 30 42 

Table 5: Comparison of complexity(WMOPS) 

PS G.(6.3k)  A. A.  G.(6.3k) 
R 12.2k 7.4k 5.15k 12.2k 7.4k 5.15k 
em 38.43 36.95 28.34 47.38 47.21 47.31 
oding 30.48 31.30 22.84 27.41 27.33 27.44 
on(%) 20.69 15.29 19.43 41.9 42.1 42.0 
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